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Systems
update

Cyber attacks may be targeted toward one or more of the *system layers
that Transit agencies depend on:
• Operational systems which are dependent upon SCADA and
manufacturer (OEM) technologies.
• Business systems (‘enterprise systems’) which are used to
manage the organizational needs of the agency.
-websites, servers
-payroll programs
-enterprise, IT systems
• And 3rd party systems which are interconnected or share
dependencies with operational and business platforms.
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TRANSIT CASE STUDIES
May 2008 - Fare collection vulnerability
College students created a report demonstrating weaknesses in
a transit agency automated fare collection system.
•
Revealed the Crypto RFID's and Magstripes of Ticketing
Systems vulnerabilities.
•
Proposed releasing report to public & the DEF CON hacker
convention which claimed to review and demonstrate how to
reverse engineer the data on the magstripe card.
Litigation later occurred which eventually resulted with the
agency working with security experts to address the vulnerability.

TRANSIT CASE STUDIES
August 2011 – “Anonymous” attack
•
A transit agency cut off cell phone service to interrupt
protestor communications.
•

•

“Anonymous” responded by launching a DDoS attack on the agency
public website.

A second attack stole contact information and passenger
data. At least 120 law enforcement officers’ personal
information was posted online.
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TRANSIT CASE STUDIES
December 2012 – Payroll system hacked
•

16 Fake employees were added to the payroll
•

Resulted in $26,000/month in potential losses

TRANSIT CASE STUDIES
January 2014 – Fare collection vulnerability
•

Seven individuals are facing charges of theft, fraud,
and racketeering for allegedly selling counterfeit fare
cards.
•
•

The $1 cards were purchased and the security features were hacked to
boost the cards’ values.
The agency, supplier are working together to identify and hotlist any
additional fraudulent cards.
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Intent
• Political: Defending violations specific to perceived social
injustices, censorship, and restrictions on Internet freedoms:
Stop Online Piracy Act; Occupy support; Arab Spring
• Retaliation: Members of “Anonymous” and associated
groups conduct cyber attacks in retaliation : FBI; CIA;
Interpol ; Law Enforcement
• Security Awareness: Exploiting vulnerabilities to
demonstrate that they exist : Pr0f/C4d4 and Industrial Control
Systems
• Criminal /Financial: Bypassing fare cards, theft of credit
card information for personal gain or for bribery.

SECURITY STANDARDS
Addressing Cybersecurity
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Control & Communications
Cybersecurity
Workgroup Update

Rail Vehicle Systems
• Safety / Security
• CCTV
• Fire Detection
• Emergency PIS
• Train Operation –
Propulsion, Braking
• Signalling Interface
• PA system
• Door Control
• Maintenance
• Remote
Diagnostics/Fault
Monitoring
• Remote Software
Updates

• Passenger Interfaces
• Real-time Travel
Information
• Wi-Fi Internet Access
• On-board
Entertainment
• Management
• Passenger Counters
• E-Ticketing
• Fleet Tracking and
Asset Control
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Rail Vehicle Systems
Share Information

Systems Are Now
IP Enabled
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Can a
Boundary be
Established?

Operationally critical
Security Zone
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Cyber WG developments
• Control & Communications Cybersecurity Standard Part I, II

are published. Currently developing part IIIb.\
• “Securing Control and Communications Systems in Transit Environments Part 1”
• “Securing Control and Communications Systems in Rail Transit Environments Part 2”

• Enterprise Cybersecurity WG approved a draft;
• “Cybersecurity Considerations for Public Transit” (published June 2014)

• Next Standards; Cybersecurity Considerations for Buses
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Stay Informed

Utilize tools and resources
• Identify available resources, guidance (DHS, ICSCERT, Cyber Alerts, etc.)
• Use available tools (CSET) for performing an agency
specific risk assessment
• APTA Standards

CSET
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CSET

Cyber Alerts
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What Your Agency Should
Be Doing Now
• Update systems and software

• Establish privileges to
control account access
• Strong passwords, secure any
default passwords
• Limit use of removable
external drives
• Apply firewalls to implement
network segmentation
• Develop and reinforce
policies on mobile devices
• Minimize network exposure
for all control system networks
• Implement cybersecurity best
practices to reduce likelihood
of an attack

• Develop cybersecurity
incident response plan

CEO Considerations
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Thank you!
David Hahn
Sr. Program Specialist – Safety & Security
American Public Transportation Association
dhahn@apta.com
202-496-4813

Roundtable Discussion

What is your agency doing to prevent,
and recover from an attack?
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